Abstract. Let {H, R) be a triangular Hopf algebra and let F be a finitedimensional representation of H . Following Manin we imitate the standard algebraic constructions in order to define the relativized notions of Ä-universal enveloping algebras of R-Lit algebras and the .R-Lie algebra gl^(K). Using Majid's "bosonization" theorem and the above we prove an /{-analogue of Schur's double centralizer theorem.
Introduction
Let F be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field k of characteristic 0. Let m be a positive integer. Then the symmetric group Sm acts on V®m (via the twist map), and the Hopf algebra £/(gl(K)) acts on Vs"" via its comultiplication. In this setting (an equivalent form of) Schur's double centralizer theorem states thatS», and £/(gl(K)) are mutual centralizers in End^ V%m. This result was generalized to super vector spaces by [BR] , and both these situations were translated into a Hopf algebraic setting and thus given a natural proof by the second author [Fi] .
In this paper we deal with a triangular Hopf algebra (Hx, R) over a field k [D] and the category #, Mod of left Hx -modules.
In §2 we construct for any i?-Lie algebra [Man] the Ä-analogue of a universal enveloping algebra Ur(L) and show in Theorem 2.6 that Ur(L) is a Hopf algebra in the category h, Mod (it is not an ordinary Hopf algebra though).
In §3 we consider a finite-dimensional V in the category #, Mod. First we define glÄ(K) the ^-analogue ofgl(F), an R-Lie algebra. Utilizing Majid's recent "bosonization" theorem [Maj2] we form H = Ú(¡uR(V))#Hx, an ordinary Hopf algebra. Next we consider actions of H and kSm on Vs"" .
On one hand kSm acts on V®m via the braiding inherited from R ; on the other hand H acts on V®m via the comultiplication of H. In Theorem 3.8 we show that in characteristic 0 these representations of kSm and H are mutual centralizers in End^ V®m , thus giving an iî-analogue of Schur's theorem.
Preliminaries
Let H be a Hopf algebra over a field k with comultiplication A: H -> H ® H, counit e: H -> k, and antipode S: H -> H. We use Sweedler's [S] "sigma notation" for A ; that is, A(h) = £ fyi) ® hi2), for ail h e H.
Let M = h Mod denote the category of left //-modules. For each V e M, Endfc V e M, where for each / e Endfc V and h e H (1.1)
Moreover, if V, W e M, then V ®W e M, where for each v ® w e V ® W and he
The tensor algebra of V, T(V), is thus an //-module algebra. From the properties of the comultiplication, H Mod is a monoidal category. There does not usually exist, though, a categorical (//-module) isomorphism between V ®W and W ® V for V ,W e h Mod. The usual twist map t is not necessarily an //-module map. When the Hopf algebra is (quasi-) triangular such an isomorphism exists and //Mod becomes a (quasi-) tensor category [Majl] . Definition 1.3 [D] . A quasi-triangular Hopf algebra is a pair (H, R), where H is a Hopf algebra and R = ¿ZrW ® Ri2) e H®H satisfies the following (with r = R):
(1) R is invertible, (2) (A ® id(R) = -s2RW®rW® R^r^ , (3) (id®A)(R) = £R^r^ ® r™ ® R™ , (4) (t o A)(h) = RA(h)R~x for all h e H.
It is a consequence of the above that R-x=J2S(R{i))^R{2) and ¿2e(R^)RW = 1.
is an //-module isomorphism. Moreover when (//, R) is triangular, it satisfies Ww, v ° ¥v, w = id. Sometimes we write ipx2 for y/Vi t Vl ■ Note that when H is a cocommutative Hopf algebra, (H, 1 ® 1) is triangular and y/y, w = t . The rule of thumb in what follows is that whenever one needs to move a v past a w the switching is done via y/v,w ■ Typically we have Definition 1.4 [CW, Maj2] . Let A and B be //-module algebras. Then A ® B is an //-module algebra by defining the product p:A®B®A®B^A®B, a®b®c®d -»^ a(R{2) ■ c) ® (R{1} • b)c.
Definition 1.5. B e h Mod is a Hopf algebra in the category if all its structure maps AB, pB, Sb, £b , and uB (satisfying the usual Hopf algebra diagrams) are //-module maps.
In particular, note that H itself is usually not a Hopf algebra in the category h Mod, although it is an ordinary Hopf algebra.
Majid [Maj2] has recently developed a process by which a Hopf algebra in the category //Mod is twisted ("bosonized" in his terminology) to become an ordinary Hopf algebra. The "bosonization" theorem was motivated by Fischman's paper [Fi] which deals with supervector spaces (i.e., spaces constructed by "Bosons" and "Fermions"). Our present paper is a sequel to [Fi] , heavily using the bosonization theorem.
We state this theorem in a particular setting (we do not state it in its full generality as it involves various concepts that are out of the scope of this paper). The algebra structure on B#HX is given as usual by
2. The /î-universal enveloping algebra Let (Hx, R) be a triangular Hopf algebra. In this section we introduce the notion of an /î-universal enveloping algebra of an R-Lie algebra. This enveloping algebra, unlike the usual one, is not an ordinary Hopf algebra but will turn out to be a Hopf algebra in the category H[ Mod.
Following Manin [Man] we first define an R-Lie algebra to be an object L in Hi Mod together with an 
]R, for all h e H. Now one can form the derived R-Lie algebra from any //[-module algebra A be defining an "inner" R-Lie product [Man] [, ]R:A®A^A hy [a, b] 
This is a morphism in Hl Mod (while the usual commutator is not, unless R = Let (Li,[ , ]%), i = 1, 2, be R-Lie algebras. An R-Lie homomorphism is an Hx -module homomorphism f:Lx^L2 satisfying
The following is an R analogue of the classical notion.
Definition 2.3. Let (L, [ , ]R) be an R-Lie algebra. An R-universal enveloping algebra of Lis a pair (U, u), where U is an associative Hx-module algebra with 1, u: L -» U~ is an R-Lie homomorphism, and the following holds: for any associative Hx -module algebra A and any R-Lie homomorphism f:L->A~ there exists a unique algebra homomorphism, which is an Hx-module homomorphism, g: U -> A, such that the following diagram commutes:
and let u: L -> T(L)/I be the canonical map, I h-> / + / = 7. Then (U(L), u)
is an R-universal enveloping algebra for L. Proof. First, U(L) is an Hx -module algebra since T(L) is by (1.2) and / is Proof. Define /: Lx e L2 -» U(LX) 9 U(L2) by (/, /') -> 7 ® 1 + 1 ® V . We claim that / is an R-Lie homomorphism from LX®L2 to (U(LX)®U (L2)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for all a, a' e U(LX) and b,b' e U(L2). Well, It is easy to see that 5 is a well-defined Hx -module homomorphism, since if we define S on the free generators of T(L) by S (I) = -1, 5(1) = 1, and set S(bc) = ¿Z(R{2) ' S(c))(R{l) • S(b)), then 5 is an /^-module homomorphism which vanishes on /. Thus 5 is well defined.
To show that 5 is an antipode, we first note that for generators / e L one has (p(id®S) o A)(7) = (p(S 9 id) o A)(7) = 0 = e(7), (Mid®5)oA)(l) = (M5®id)oA)(l) = l=e(l), which is a straightforward computation, and then we use the following Claim. If H is a bialgebra in the category //, Mod and if
and S(ab) = ¿Z(R{2) • S(b))(RW • S (a)), then (p(id®S) o A)(ab) = e(ab).
Proof of Claim.
)(/?(2) • b{X]) 9 r® • S(b{2))(rwRw • S(a{2)))) = Yia(x)(R{¡]-b(x))(R{ §)-S(b{2)))(R^-S(a{2))) (using property (2) of R) = ^a(X)(RM.(b{X)S(b{2))))(RW-S(a{2)))
= J2 a{X)(R{2) • e(b))(Rw • S(a{2))) (by assumption) = e(a)e(b) (since ^e(/?(2))/?(1) = 1).
Using the claim we deduce that 5 is an antipode on U(L).
Remark 2.7. If A is an //-module algebra and A~ its derived Lie algebra, then the map u: A~ -> U(A~) is an injection.
Proof. The identity map from A~ to A~ is a Lie map; hence by the universality of U(R) there is an algebra map p: U(A~) -> A such that pou = id. Thus u is 1-1.
3. An ä-analogue of Schur's doubler centralizer theorem Let us first recall Schur's double centralizer theorem in its classical form. Let F be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field k of characteristic 0. Let m bea positive integer, and define a representation 6 of the symmetric (/', i+l)'(vx®-■•®vm) = vx®---®Vi+x®vx®---®vm ; that is, this representation is essentially defined by the twist map x. It extends to an action of the Hopf algebra kSm on V®m and hence on End* V®m (as in ( 1.1)). On the other hand consider the Hopf algebra £/(gl(F)), the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra gl(F). It acts on V by composition, and since it is a Hopf algebra, it acts on V®m by (1.2). We denote this representation by pm. It
entails using Am~x(h), for all h e U(&(V)).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3.1 (Schur's double centralizer theorem in equivalent form). In the above notation we have Ende(kSm) V®m = pm(U(fd(V))) and End^umv))) V%m = e(kSm)-Berele and Regev [BR] have extended this to super vector spaces, and [Fi] proved their result in a Hopf algebraic setting. In this paper we prove a double centralizer theorem for finite-dimensional V e //, Mod, where (Hx, R) is a triangular Hopf algebra. The previous results will follow immediately from this theorem. Let us apply the above.
Let V e Hx Mod be a finite-dimensional vector space over k. By (1.1) End* V e Hx Mod. Let &R(V) = (Endfc V)~ , and let U(&R(V)) be the Runiversal enveloping algebra described in Theorem 2.6.
Remark 3.2. In particular, if Hx = k, then £/(glÄ(F)) is just c/(gl(F)). As for the super case, following Majid's construction [Maj2] , let Hx = k12 (char k ^ 2) be the group algebra of the group Z2 = {1, g} with the nonstandard triangular structure R = j(l®l + l®g + g®l-g®g).
The category of fcZ2-modules is precisely the category of super vector spaces, where g-v = (-l)^v (where \v\ = degree v). If F G £z2Mod is finite dimensional, then U(g\R(V)) = U(pl(V)), where pl(V) is the Lie superalgebra of Z2-graded endomorphisms of V.
Combining Theorem 2.6 and the bosonization theorem we have 
Thus p is a representation of C/(glÄ(F))#/i/i on V. From now on, denote p(g) by £ for all g e U($R(V))#HX ; and since p is onto we will denote by / all elements of End^ V. The representation p induces a representation pm on V®m as in (1.2); i.e., 
(with r = R). Thus we have shown:
(3.6) (i, i+l)-(fi®-■ ^fn) = ££»•• ^Ji^R^®^^®!^®-■ -®fm.
In the following lemma we have repeated occurrences of R which we shall denote by Rx,..., Rj, where R = R¡, for all i. As a matter of convenience we shall write R^ for empty word and/cj,1' for 1. We are ready to prove the /î-centralizer theorem; let us recall some facts. If A is a kSm module algebra and t e Ylaes a > then í-yl c AkSm . We say A has an element of trace 1 if there exists a e A with t-a = 1, and then AkSm = t'A .
In particular, if charfc = 0 and A = End*: V, then t(l/m\) = 1. Theorem 3.8. Let (Hx, R) be a triangular Hopf algebra, V e //, Mod a finitedimensional vector space over afield k of characteristic 0, and m e N. Let pm:H -* End*. V®m and <f>: kSm -► Endfc V®m be the representations described in (3.4) and (3.5). Then Proof. The proof closely follows the proof in [Fi] .
(0) Let kSm act on End* V®m as in (3.6).
( 1 ) Since there exists a trace 1 element in End¿ V%m , we have (End^ V®m)kSm = t • (End¿ V®m). However, (End* V®m)kS"> = End^,(Wm) V®m . Thus to show
(1) we need to show that t • (End* V®m) = pm(H). 
